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Title word cross-reference


-substructure [2007], -SVM [1153], -Transitive [421], -version [960].

\(M\) [664].

0/1 [1558].

1-bit [1725], 10 [2260], 19 [799, 972, 1135, 1313, 1324, 1422, 1492, 1871, 2038, 2112, 2174, 2202, 2392], 1901 [122], 1D [1578, 1830].

1D [1578, 1830], 1DCNN [1830].

2 [1585, 1948]. 2-D [1578, 1830].

2-phase [1912], 2.0 [411], 256 [1417, 2433].

2D [1417, 2433], 2DSPP [1501].

2PBDC [284].

3 [1690], 3-ary [1018], 3-D [1690].


3D-based [1972, 2035]. 3D-memories [1738].

4-digit [1543]. 4-Valued [1768].

4D [1528]. 4D-ACSM [1528].

512 [90]. 5G [157, 739, 934, 1120, 1658, 1677, 1685, 1839, 1911, 2030, 2330, 2408].

5GMAKA [1911].

6 [1014, 1855], 6G [2397], 6LoWPAN [2251]. 6LoWPAN-based [2251].

802.11ah [2022].


ABGS [2074]. ability [546], ablation [1464]. Abnormal [213, 645, 1550].

Absolute [838, 1254, 2256]. absolute-value [2256]. absorbing [388], abstraction [301, 842, 1280]. abstractive [1163].

academic [374]. accelerate [169, 1500, 1773]. accelerated [430, 484, 792, 900, 1444, 1657, 1690, 1949, 2248, 2351].

Accelerating [238, 426, 573, 754, 1470, 2055, 2061, 2064].

Acceleration [412, 450, 497, 1062, 1576, 2160, 2320], accelerator [1083, 1085, 1179, 1575], acceleratory-rich [1083]. accelerators [359, 508, 906, 1317, 1880, 1934, 2046, 2336]. accelerometers [839]. acceptance [1623].


acceptances [1794], accident [2410], accommodate [989], according [790, 2238], account [285]. accuracy [606, 779, 873, 1785, 1890, 2085, 2407]. accuracy-aware [2085]. Accurate [291, 717, 799, 1772, 1835, 2038]. ACEP [706]. achievement [1262].

ACNN [1418]. ACO [1175, 1553, 1731]. ACO-based [1175], ACO-list [1731].

acoustic [716]. Across [184, 1059, 1278].

Across-camera [1059], across-wind [184].


actuators [1264], acute [1145, 1461, 1463], acyclic [1840]. ad [247, 345, 348, 362, 795, 928, 1660, 1665, 1997, 2289].

ADA [2297]. AdaBoost [492, 1671, 1715].

AdaInNet [1827]. AdaInNet [594].

adaptation [1377, 1534, 1951, 2057, 2297].

Adapted [345, 742], Adapting [407], adaption [75, 690, 1585].

Based on Barzilai and [2066, 2103, 2115, 2138, 2174, 2242, 2267, 2322, 2365, 2369, 2392, 2393, 2413, 2434].

Balancing-based [1194].

Balancing-based bandwidth-aware [2311].

Bandwidth-aware balancing-based [1494].

Barzilai [94].

Base

[67, 1397, 2274, 2367, 2375].


decomposition-based [560, 2246]. decouple [234]. decreasing [32, 1510].

enhancement [22, 102, 318, 487, 642, 1825]. Enhancing [87, 287, 358, 422, 779, 783, 801, 1095, 1418, 1603, 1785, 2242, 2417]. Enriched [1016].

Entropies [59, 67, 323, 875, 941, 1667, 2295].

Entropies-graph [1831]. enumerations [1230]. Enumeration [106].


Environmental [1266, 2246].

Evapotranspiration [1831].


Everything [2070]. evidence [522, 1937, 2254, 2292, 2438].

Exa-scale [2086]. example [2286]. exascale-era [2122]. excavator [1933].
InfiniBand [893]. infinite [2190].
Influence
[177, 238, 248, 404, 1498, 1860, 2374].
Influences [960, 1476]. influencing [28].
influential [604, 943, 1147, 1645, 2365].
Influenza [476]. influenza-like [476].
information [24, 104, 113, 148, 243, 251, 276,
312, 352, 621, 650, 887, 896, 1091, 1183, 1184,
1198, 1232, 1242, 1275, 1277, 1371, 1390, 1462,
1592, 1614, 1748, 1850, 2053, 2066, 2318].
information-sharing [2318]. infrared [925, 1297, 1547].
infrastructure-as-a-service [1337].
influencing [28]. influential [604, 943, 1147, 1645, 2365].
influenza-like [476]. influenza [476]. influenza-like [476].
infection-sharing [2318]. infrared [925, 1297, 1547].


inverted [1357]. inverter [1383]. Investigating [568, 836, 1608].


IoP [1421]. IoRT [1966, 2036]. iOS [522].


IoT [327, 637, 646, 1664, 1849, 1953, 2067, 2257, 2305].

IoT-based [321, 340, 350, 871, 891, 1396].

IoT-Cloud [514]. IoT-fog-based [1914].


IP-over-WDM [1956]. IPFS [821, 1800].


ISSWOA [2107]. item [816, 1771].

item-set [1771]. items [786, 2223]. itemset [395, 515, 2071]. itemsets [1356, 1790].

Iteration [357, 1161, 1265].


Kawasaki [1462]. KAZE [484]. KB [1670].

KC [1372]. KCSS [688]. KD [1553].

KD-tree [1553]. KDB [857].


key-based [2006]. key-dependent [1573].

key-scheduling [2241]. keyphrase [2116].

KF [365]. KG2Lib [1766]. Kidney [2420].

kill [1372]. kill-chain [1372]. killer [1309, 1754].

Kinematic [1373]. kinematics [2266]. KITTI [2371]. KMLOD [401].

knapsack [1558]. knee [865, 1424].

1949, 1976, 2023, 2045, 2093, 2099, 2106, 2130, 2135, 2139, 2173, 2175, 2229, 2235, 2257, 2297, 2356, 2379, 2399, 2407, 2417, 2428.


Multi-criteria [326, 551, 1031, 1775, 2106, 2342]. multi-device [147, 391].


multi-fine-grained [2370]. multi-follower [2437]. multi-FPGA [543].


Multi-label [37, 93, 1250, 1587]. Multi-layer [1062, 1724, 2186, 2270].


multi-parametric [2232]. multi-party [2322]. Multi-period [735].


multi-task [375, 694, 2114]. multi-tier [1729].


multi-verse [1105, 1124, 1483]. Multi-view [31, 465]. multi-wave [1724].

multi-workflow [1834]. multibusiness [404]. multicast [1434, 2336]. multichannel [544, 1638].

multiclass [965]. Multicore [450, 613, 973, 1157, 1160, 1177, 1221, 1321, 1638, 1689, 2010, 2046, 2150, 2163].

multidevice [2287]. multidimensional [601, 1905]. multifactor [40].


Multimedia [150, 252, 352, 1377, 1696]. Multimodal [429, 478, 937, 1172, 1230, 2101, 2254, 2438].

multiobjective [1731, 2246]. MultiOff [1617]. multiphase [632, 2421].


multiple-domain [1877].


multiplicative [2048, 2394]. multiplier [1088, 1890]. multipliers [810]. multiply [2202].

multipole [575]. multiprocessing [233]. multiprocessor [470, 916, 970, 1287, 1379, 1907].

multiprocessors [809, 860, 2277]. multiprojection [467]. multipublisher [1965].

multiresolution [1924]. Multiresource [2378]. multiscale [945, 1517, 1763]. Multisensor [112].

Multisource [196]. multistage [1594].

Multistep [860, 945, 1893]. multistep-ahead [945]. multitask
music [423, 458, 544, 1368, 1774, 1779, 2016, 2321].
mutation [63, 744, 1000, 1192, 1391].
NADE [291].
NAEEMD [1692].
named [59, 1274, 1667, 2295, 2355, 2400].
NAF [389, 960, 1826].
negotiation [141].
negative [471, net 474, 1127, 1401, 1520, 1974, 2045].
NetGuru [16].
networks-on-chip

Neural

neuro

neuro-fuzzy

neurodegenerative

neurological

neuromarketing

Neuron

neuropeptide

neutron

neutrons

neutrosophic

newborns

news

next

next-item

next-item

NextG

NFV

NFVLearn

NIASHPT

NIDS

NIR

NIST

NLA

NMF

nn

NNAPI

NNBlocks

NNEF

NOC

NoC-based

NoCs

Node

node

Node-importance

NodeRank

nodes

[166, 291, 348, 604, 667, 753, 795, 892, 1147, 1257, 1491, 1645, 2169, 2269, 2365]. node

[70, 1127]. nodule

[45, 819]. Noise

[27, 139, 1885]. Noise-insensitive

noisy

[529, 826, 1903]. NOMA

Non

[166, 192, 278, 339, 389, 495, 667, 690, 695, 813, 888, 905, 1030, 1109, 1583, 1586, 1666, 1791, 1826, 2087, 2114, 2261, 2310, 2325, 2361].

Non-blocking

[695, 1586].

non-compaction

[905]. non-cooperative

[339, 1583]. Non-destructive

[192].

non-English

[495]. non-ICT

[690].

non-inertial

[813]. non-intrusive

[2114, 2310]. non-manager

[278].

non-maximum

[1030]. non-MI-based

[1666]. non-migrating

[2087].

non-negative

[389, 1826]. non-slicing

[2361].

non-tree

[819]. non-uniform

[166, 667, 1791, 2261, 2325].

non-viscous

[1109].

nonferrous

Nonlinear

[51, 1161, 1383].

nonlocal

[1297].

Nonparametric

[305]. nonstationary

[1761]. nonuniform

[951].

nonvolatile

[1188]. norm

[1411].

normalization

[634]. north

[1160, 2292].

North-Last

[1160].

northeast

[2292].

northwest

[2292].

NoSQL

[187, 355, 410, 2284]. Note


[2260]. notifications

[2069].

Novel


[1602].

NP
NP-completeness [640]. NPR [842]. Nscale [1855]. NSGA [1797].
nuclear [1532]. NUMA [2319]. number [389, 431, 573, 648, 864, 885, 951, 1088, 1265, 1832, 2138, 2241]. number-based [1265].
numbers [547, 1275, 2309]. numerical

O} [722, 948, 994, 1112, 1627, 1628, 2064]. O]-shaped [1112]. object
[203, 479, 534, 671, 779, 1056, 1059, 1231, 1445, 1575, 1593, 1873, 2005, 2074, 2158, 2384].
object-oriented [1445]. Objective
[32, 33, 226, 624, 676, 834, 1017, 1019, 1087, 1155, 1175, 1222, 1247, 1268, 1477, 1711, 1714, 1797, 1816, 1822, 1899, 1955, 2084, 2127, 2194, 2203, 2253, 2264, 2280, 2440]. objectives
[231, 1729]. objects [105, 425, 465, 1056].
objects-Based [1056]. OBL [1211].
OBL-based [1211]. oblivious [1078].
obstacle [1030, 1948]. obstacle-based
[1948]. occurrence [171, 1119]. ocean
[2139]. OCR [1504]. OCR-Vx [1504].
Octree [1468]. octree-based [1468].
OFDM [217, 1187, 1792]. off
[572, 1682, 1801, 2239]. off-peak [1682].
offloading [157, 713, 715, 733, 768, 846, 993, 1046, 1121, 1125, 1143, 1336, 1420, 1445, 1511, 1615, 1617, 1678, 1711, 1752, 1827, 1877, 1926, 2075, 2085, 2159, 2288, 2349, 2418]. offs
[1890, 2146]. OFNE [274]. OFF [1344].
OFF-TM [1344]. OQ-RADL [815].
OHUQI [1356]. OKCM [751]. old [152].
older [2435]. olive [1835]. OM2M [679].
omni [1503]. omni-path [1503].
omnidirectional [1432]. OmpSs [357].
OMRES [1807]. on-chip [1449, 1856].
on-demand [30, 107]. On-Fly-TOD [527].
on-shelf [1356]. on-the-fly [2210]. One
[786, 1472, 1481, 1746, 1785, 1981, 2293, 2384].
one-class [786]. one-click [2384].
one-dimensional [1472]. One-shot [2293].

Online [192, 221, 249, 270, 387, 751, 1064, 1065, 1260, 1332, 1344, 1366, 1651, 1709, 1855, 1893, 2066, 2118, 2276, 2403]. ontology
[526, 887, 1850]. ontology-based [887, 1850].
OP [1160]. open
[128, 129, 401, 476, 743, 1019, 2111].
OpenACC [2094]. OpenCL
[300, 734, 811, 1455, 1657, 2148]. Openflow
[2374]. OpenGL [411]. OpenMP
[125, 360, 715, 716, 1157, 1329, 2057, 2094].
OpenMP-based [360]. OpenWhisk [1257].
Operation [197, 419, 652, 728, 2191].
operations [2, 134, 275, 572, 1933]. operator
[63, 1000, 1475, 1541, 2182, 2246]. operators
[1449]. Opinion [274, 344, 1824, 1955].
Opportunistic [502, 561]. opportunities
[5, 743, 1113]. oppose [1535]. opposition
[813, 930, 1124, 1758, 2424].
opposition-based [813, 1124, 1758, 2424].
oppositional [1419]. OPSO [1237].
Optical [315, 331, 574, 695, 735, 810, 838, 867, 1058, 1073, 1160, 1610, 1945, 1956, 2186].
optimisation [24, 558]. Optimization
optimization [42, 46, 62, 70, 280, 336, 383, 453, 567, 624, 716, 731, 753, 781, 856, 914, 958, 1017, 1068, 1076, 1124, 1193, 1200, 1226, 1272,
prototype [1001]. Provable [1793].
Provenance [322]. providers [943, 1320].
Providing [1162, 1329, 1503].
proximal [483, 2020].
proxy [2313, 2439]. pruning [670, 1955, 2176, 2208, 2385, 2402].
Pseudo-random [131, 1356, 1753].
Pseudo-supervised [2005].
PSO-RDAL [1226]. PSCS [1953].
PSO-K [2172, 2350].
Pub [1035]. Pub/sub [664, 2265].
Publisher [1566, 1986, 2083, 2440, 2441]. publishing [265, 346]. Pulmonary [70]. pulpitis [1461].
Pulse [1565, 2011]. Pulse-Coupled [1565].
Puncalc [293]. purchase [2286].
Q [1039]. Q&A [1122]. QBCSSA [916].
QCA [325, 510, 578, 820, 836, 1346, 1361, 1473, 1759, 1876, 1909, 2034, 2088].
QCA-based [1876]. QCA-multiplexer [578]. QFD [602]. QGA [2285].
QGA-QGCNN [2285]. QGCNN [2285].
QoE [1070]. QoS [18, 279, 480, 893, 1070, 1497, 1548, 1653, 2182].
QoS-aware [18, 480, 1653, 2182]. QoS/QoE [1070].
quadric [2398]. Quadro [2008]. Quadro-W [2008].
qualitative [2249]. Quality [19, 53, 327, 468, 586, 740, 783, 928, 1315, 1503, 1619, 1801, 1840, 1862, 2229, 2242, 2399, 2434].
quality-based [783]. quality-of-service [1619]. quantification [45, 310, 519, 2209].
Quantifying [617, 1646, 1831, 1900]. Quantitative [131, 1356, 1753].
quantization [1555]. Quantum [95, 96, 126, 257, 258, 551, 578, 584, 627, 746, 826, 841, 916, 949, 955, 1032, 1064, 1065, 1075, 1110, 1111, 1130, 1156, 1302, 1334, 1525, 1543, 1626, 1684, 1717, 1725, 1838, 1878, 1918, 2029, 2177, 2216, 2241, 2252, 2256, 2285, 2398, 2411].
quantum-dot [126, 746, 1130, 1302, 1334, 1725, 1838, 2216].
Quantum-inspired [551, 916].
Quasi [1419]. quaternary [1072]. Queries [421, 537, 557, 1210, 2334].
Query [38, 52, 245, 246, 326, 403, 731, 1015, 1159, 1259, 1371, 1384, 1471, 1905, 1968].
query-driven [1471]. question [187, 687, 2145, 2296]. questions [1613].

VOC [1039].

R [101, 1343, 1646, 1883]. R-CNN [1343, 1646]. R2T [991]. R2T-DSDN [991].
RadHPO [2183]. radiation [521, 1367, 2301]. radiative [705, 1704].
Radical [200]. radio [15, 43, 313, 329].
radio-based [15]. RADL [815, 1580].
RAFALE [1641]. RAID [1014, 1855].
RAID-6 [1014, 1855]. railway [832].
rainbow [859]. rainfall [1817].
RainFormer [2001]. rainwater [1465].
RAM [1130, 1685]. Ramnanjan [566].
randomized [1902, 2178]. randomness [1511]. Range [250, 403, 638, 1244].
range-free [638]. Rank [41, 541, 698, 1532, 2025]. ranked [1771].
ranking [72, 1275, 1320, 1707, 2166, 2267].
RAPCHI [1654]. rapid [465]. rare [818].
ScrimpCo [102x276].

SDN-based [393,1632,2024,2374,2434].

scorecard [457,490,704,1741,2039].

SDC [229x335].

scoping [232].

schema [373,1330].

sectional [1635].

Secure


Securing [65,1380,1966,2036].

Security [120,373,435,451,2025].

section [35].

self-awareness [60].

self-driving [668].
synchronization [529, 675, 1507, 1508, 1567]. synchronized [2088]. synchronous [1795]. Synergistic [2187]. syntactic [2295].
Syntax [1669]. Syntax-Aware [1669].
synthesis [691, 1569, 1576, 1730, 1798, 1909, 2235].
transmitted [2115]. transonic [1742].
trajan [464, 1521, 1880]. trolls [2403].
truncated [1532]. truncation [2063].
Trust- [1267]. Trust-based [373, 1872].
Trust-embedded [456]. Trusted [1686, 2206]. trustworthy [374].
truthfulness [1338]. TSMSA [1501].
TSUBASA [850]. TTLA [2386].
tuning [581, 656, 1279, 2209, 2419]. tunnel [1475, 2372]. tunneling [2372]. turbo [217].
Twin [1565]. Twitter [285, 1230, 1616].
two-dimensional [939, 1362, 1733, 2123].
two-side [2161]. two-sided [74].
two-stage [316, 448, 467, 1185, 1414].
two-stream [1208]. two-tier [2159].
two-way [2386]. Type [135, 598, 703, 831, 911, 1033, 1126, 1380, 1547].
type-2 [1126]. typhoon [637].
U [1127, 1401, 1520]. U-Net [1127, 1401, 1520]. UAV [42, 247, 524, 689, 1070, 1132, 1267, 1445, 1797, 2158, 2329, 2367].
UAV-assisted [1797, 2329]. UAV-based [1267, 1445]. UAV-borne [1070].
UAV-mounted [2367]. UAVs [419, 719, 1414]. ubiquitous [1787, 2329].
UDP [722]. ulceration [1547]. uLog [1832].
ultra [1120, 1448, 1725, 1890, 2088, 2216].
ultra-area-efficient [2088]. ultra-dense [1120, 1725]. ultra-efficient [1890].
ultra-energy-efficient [2216].
ultra-lightweight [1448]. ultrafast [1073]. ultralightweight [1368, 1369]. Ultrascale [600].
Ultrasound [102, 683, 911, 929, 1193, 1460]. UML [1330].
UMOTS [1087]. unannotated [495].
underutilized [513]. underwater [716, 797, 798, 1825]. unequal [69, 94].
unified [131, 1341, 2363]. Uniform [166, 667, 1402, 1791, 2261, 2325, 2380].
uniformity [826]. uniformization [2261].
unifying [19]. uninteresting [786]. Union [2045]. Union-net [2045]. unit
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